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The University of Dayton News Release 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ENGINEERING LAB TO RECEIVE 
$3 MILLION IN SOFTWARE FROM COMPUTERVISION 
Sept. 19, 1991 
Contact: Pam Huber 
DAYTON, Ohio -- The University of Dayton will rece1ve more than 
$3 million in computer software from Computervision Inc. to be used in 
the engineering computer center. 
The $3.065 million gift, including 33 packages of CADDS 5, the 
company's heralded new version of design software, represents an 
initial step in Computervision's strategic academic alliance, a plan 
to support education throughout the world with gifts to 20 colleges 
and universities performing advanced r~search and course work. 
Computervision Inc., a Prime Company located in Bedford, Mass., 
was instrumental in establishing UD's CAD/CAM Center in 1984 with an 
equipment gift of $1.4 million, at that time the largest single gift 
ever received by the University. Additional equipment, valued at 
$210,000, was donated by Computervision in 1987, also for the CAD/CAM 
lab. 
"UD has become a nationally recognized leader in advanced 
technology, and, with the generous support of its partners, the 
University will continue to educate the leaders of tomorrow," said 
Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., president of UD. "The strategic 
academic alliance between Computervision and UD will provide a 
superior advanced CAD lab for our students and faculty members, and it 
will also serve as a significant resource for our partners in business 
and industry." 
"UD has a strategic position in the automotive and aerospace 
communities, and Computervision has a strong market share in both 
these fields," said Beth Paul, director of UD's engineering computer 
center. "UD has exposure to these industries through research, grad 
studies and on-site training, and the use of Computervision software 
at UD reinforces the high level of technical expertise available." 
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The donated software will be used in both undergraduate and 
graduate research and education at UD, including a comprehensive 
course in the civil engineering program. students will be able, on 
computer, to show the development of a piece of land from the 
groundbreaking to the finished urban landscape, complete with roadways 
and buildings. The software will be able to calculate complete 
equipment needs and material lists for the project. 
High school girls attending UD's Women in Engineering program 
will also use the software donated by Computervision. The program 1s 
a summer session that encourages high school girls to consider 
engineering as a profession through classes and professional and 
social interaction with women engineers. A recent study found that 62 
percent of participants over the last 15 years have become engineers. 
"Contributions of this nature enable the School of Engineering to 
remain on the leading edge of technology and continue as the region's 
focal point for the most recent engineering developments," said 
Patrick J. sweeney, interim dean of UD's School of Engineering. 
Computervision has also established an academic alliance with 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in Worcester, Mass. "This 
aggressive program demonstrates Computervision's commitment to 
enhancing the learning experience of future technical professionals," 
said Don Mcinnis, CADDS vice president and general manager. 
Both UD and WPI will work with Computervision to sponsor sales 
seminars and joint educational and training efforts. They will also 
share research findings and explore new relationships with government 
and local industry leaders looking for qualified engineers and joint 
research and development projects. 
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For more information, contact Patrick Sweeney at (513) 229-2736 or 
Beth Paul at (513) 229-3171. 
